
File Location Object Title

Jane Cook Archive 001 Embankment Tidings: We Care for Souls and Soles

Jane Cook Archive 001 Old, down and out

Jane Cook Archive 001 Psychiatric Morbidity in Homeless Women

Jane Cook Archive 001 Free/Cheap Food, Advice, Clothing

Jane Cook Archive 001 Positively Parker Street

Jane Cook Archive 001 The Front Door: A Magazine About Homelessness

Jane Cook Archive 001
Responsive Funding Research and Development Committee Application
for Regional Research Funding

Jane Cook Archive 001 Exploding a Modern Myth

Jane Cook Archive 001 Dulce Donum- Home Sweet Home

Jane Cook Archive 001 Portakabin Care

Jane Cook Archive 001 Old and Forgotten

Jane Cook Archive 001
Outcry: The newsletter for health & homelessness practicioners and
policy makers

Jane Cook Archive 001 Church Action on Homelessness in London

Jane Cook Archive 001
Our Future Homes: Opportunity, Choice, Responsibility; The
Government's Housing Policies for England and Wales



Jane Cook Archive 001 CHAR: Housing Campaign for Single People

Jane Cook Archive 001 Britain Has a Housing Crisis

Jane Cook Archive 001 Outcry: Medical Campaign Project Newsheet

Jane Cook Archive 001
Key points on health and homelessness: a literature review with
annotated references

Jane Cook Archive 001 Homeless families: lives on hold

Jane Cook Archive 001
All Party Parliamentary Group on Homelessness & Housing Need-
Minutes

Jane Cook Archive 001
Elderly Homeless People Sleeping on the Streets in Inner London: An
Exporatory Study

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled



Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled



Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitled



Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitled

Jane Cook Archive 002 Untitiled

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive



Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive



Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive



Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive



Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive

Jane Cook Archive 003 Illustrations #2 Jane Cook Archive



Jane Cook Archive 004 Housing Map of England

Jane Cook Archive 005 Posh and Shove

Jane Cook Archive 005 Dependency with no know-how

Jane Cook Archive 005 Shelter's 21st Birthday Year

Jane Cook Archive 005 International Year of Shelter for the Homeless

Jane Cook Archive 006 Housing: What are we not doing about Housing

Jane Cook Archive 006 Housing: Why should people live here?

Jane Cook Archive 006 Housing: Would you call this a home?

Jane Cook Archive 006 About Three Boroughs Primary Health Care Team

Jane Cook Archive 006 Inreach: Handbook of Homeless Services

Jane Cook Archive 006 No Fixed Abode: Annual Report 1990

Jane Cook Archive 006 A Short History and Guide

Jane Cook Archive 006 Homing in on Health



Jane Cook Archive 006 Hidden & Homeless: Housing, Single People and The Council

Jane Cook Archive 006
Health and Homelessness: An Information Booklet for General
Practitioners

Jane Cook Archive Give Me Shelter

Jane Cook Archive Parkside Health NHS Trust Book

Jane Cook Archive Good Practice Briefing

Jane Cook Archive The Big Issue Book: From a sheltered flame

Jane Cook Archive Fighting Homelessness

Jane Cook Archive Set of 22 Photographs

Jane Cook Archive Generation Game: Services for young and older people

Jane Cook Archive Resource Checklist: How to Prevent Youth Homelessness



Jane Cook Archive Making Services Work for Homeless Women

Jane Cook Archive Centerpoint Soho: Days to Remember

Jane Cook Archive Good Practice Guide: Forgotten Mothers

Jane Cook Archive The Health Service Journal

Jane Cook Archive 1987 Report

Jane Cook Archive Registering with a Doctor: Why Bother?

Jane Cook Archive NDU Newsletter

Jane Cook Archive Barnardo's Young Women's Project

Jane Cook Archive New Horixon Youth Centre Annual Report 1989-1990

Jane Cook Archive Health Action for Homeless People

Jane Cook Archive Where would you rather live?
Jane Cook Archive Millenium ending in crisis



Jane Cook Archive Fact Sheet, Health and homelessness: the facts

Jane Cook Archive Primary Care for Homeless People

Jane Cook Archive
The Housing Department Leaflet Pack, Single Homelessness
Conference

Simon Archive 001 "Non-citizens of 1964"

Simon Archive 002-1 Simon Community Holdings Hemel Hempstead

Simon Archive 002-2 Simon Community Holdings Hemel Hempstead

Simon Archive 002-3 Simon Community Holdings Hemel Hempstead



Simon Archive 003 TONIC: A Christmas Greetings Number

Simon Archive 003 Some People and Places in London

Simon Archive 003 A Shout for Silence, a plea for the silent

Simon Archive 003 "Room?"

Simon Archive 004 Simon Community Holdings- Misc Clippings (5 pieces)

Simon Archive 005 Simmon Community Holdings- Newsletters

Simon Archive 006 Press cuttings on Sally Trench

Simon Archive 007 One Man's Answer

Simon Archive 007 Jake: A Report on Crude Spirit Drinking

Simon Archive 007 Social Action (4 pieces)

Simon Archive 007 Outcry



Simon Archive 007 News Statesmen

Simon Archive 007 Emmaus

Simon Archive 007 Health Action for Homeless People

Simon Archive 007 The Correspondent Magazine

Simon archive 008 What is Homelessness?

Simon Archive 009 The Simon Scrapbook 1963-1965

Simon Archive 009 The Simon Community Progress Report

Simon Archive 009 Pages from The Simon Scrapbook

Simon Archive 010 House Diary

Simon Archive Original Scrapbook

MoH Acquisitions 001 Looking Up At the Stars: Stories from the Simon Community Scotland

MoH Acquisitions 002 Street Spirit



MoH Acquisitions 003 Hidden: Alternative views from the Streets of Blackpool

MoH Acquisitions 004 homeless

MoH Acqusitions Homeless Young People in Britain

MoH Acqusitions Homelessness, health and housing

MoH Acqusitions The Glue Ponys

MoH Acqusitions Resettlement Handbook



Publisher Publication Date Material

London Embankment Mission July-September 1988 Paper

Nursing Times March 5. Volume 93. No 10, 1997 Paper

British Journal of Psychiatry 1992 Paper

n/a n/a Paper

Nursing Times April 28. Volume 89. No 17, 1993 Paper

Community Systems Autumn 1992 Paper

North Thames RHA Last signature dated March 7, 1995 Paper

Nursing Standard July 8. Volume 6, Number 12, 1992 Paper

Kenneth Grahme- The Wind
in the Willows 1908 Paper

Nursing Standard May 19, 1993, Volume 7 Number 35 Paper

Nursing Times
June 30. Volume 89, Number 26,
1993 Paper

Crisis Health Action Spring 2003 Paper

Unleash Spring 1998 Number 43 Paper

Unleash: Church Action on
Homelessness in London June 27, 1995 Paper



CHAR May/June 1989 Paper

British Council of Churches n/d Paper
Medical Campaign Project-
National Temeprance
Hospital n/d (Issue No. 1) Paper

Save the Children June 1995, Issue 1 Paper

The Maternity Alliance w/
Field Lane February 2002 Paper

Robina Rafferty- Clerk to the
group December 14, 1993 Paper

Age Concern Institute of
Gerentology: King's College
London May 1993 Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper



C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper



C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

n/p n/d Paper

n/p n/d Paper

n/p n/d Paper



n/p n/d Paper

C.A. Aaron n/d Paper

C. A. Aaron n/d Paper

n/p n/d Paper



n/p n/d Paper

n/p n/d Paper

A. Buk n/d Paper



A. Buk n/d Paper

C. A. Aaron n/d Paper

C. A. Aaron n/d Paper



C. A. Aaron n/d Paper

C. A. Aaron n/d Paper

C. A. Aaron n/d Paper



C. A. Aaron n/d Paper

C. A. Aaron n/d Paper

C. A. Aaron n/d Paper



n/a 1992 Paper

Guardian Society Monday April 18 2005 Paper

The Guardian Wednesday October 9 1996 Paper

Shelter Spring 1988 Newspaper

Shelter Winter 1987-88 Newspaper
British Council of Churches
and Church Sction on Poverty
Educational Trust 1986 Paper (pamphlet)
British Council of Churches
and Church Sction on Poverty
Educational Trust 1986 paper

British Council of Churches
and Church Sction on Poverty
Educational Trust 1986 paper

Three Boroughs PHCT n/d paper

Angel Press November 1993 paper

The Royal College of Nursing 1985 paper
The Parish Church of St.
John the Evangelist with All
Saints Waterloo unknown paper
Health Action for Homeless
People unknown paper



CHAR: Housing Campaign for
Single People n/d paper
Primary Care for Homeless
People Team of Camden and
Islington FHSA n/d paper

The Bodley Head Children's
Books 1991 paper

Parkside Health NHS Trust
Health Support Team 1999 Paper

homeless link August 2002 Paper

Simon and Schuster 1993 Paper

London Churches
Resettlement Agency n/d paper

Snappy Snaps One Hour
Photos n/d Photo Paper

homeless link December/January 2006 paper

Centerpoint Soho December 1991 Paper



Health Action for Homless
People 1997 Paper

Centerpoint Soho 1992 Paper

Health Action for Homless
People n/d Paper

Macmillian Magazines 22 August 1991 Paper

CHAR: Housing Campaign for
Single People 1987 Paper

Health Action for Homless
People n/d Paper

Parkside Health NHS Trust
Health Support Team November 1992 Paper

Barnardo's 1996-1997 Paper

New Horison Youth Centre 1990 Paper

The Print House 1996 Paper

Short Stop Housing Project n/d Paper
UNLEASH Winter 1999/2000 Paper



Health Action for Homeless
People 1998 Paper

London Housing Unit 2 August 1994 Paper/Booklet

n/p n/d Folder

Simon February, 1965 Newspaper

Simon 1967-1968 Newspaper

Simon January 1967- September 1967 Newspaper

Simon 26, January 1967 Newspaper



Goldborne Rehabilitation
Centre December 1962 Paper

Voluntary Hostels Conference October 1962 Paper

Stuart Lindsay 1971 Paper

The Voluntary Hostels
Conference n/d Paper

n/p 1980-1986 Newspaper

The Simmon Community 1983-1989 Newsletters

n/p March 28th, 1968 Paper

Anton Wallich-Clifford 1962 Publication

Sally Trench March 1967 Publication

The Saxon Press 1969 Publication

The Print House June 1993 Publication



The Statesmen & Nation
Publishing Co. Ltd 1979 Newspaper

Jose D. Balista 1970? Publication

Crisis 1993-94 Publication

Don McCullin 14 January 1990 Publication

Steph Evans n/d Paper

Simon Community Trust:
Compiled by Anton Wallich-
Clifford 1963-1965 paper

Simon Community Trust 1963-1965 paper
Simon Community Trust:
Compiled by Anton Wallich-
Clifford 1963-1965 paper

John Willcocks
Not published but ranges from
March 1970-July 1970 Notebook

The Simon Community February 21 1980 Book

Simon Community Scotland February 2017 (50th Anniversary) Booklet

Sifa Fireside 2017 Calendar



Streetlife Spring 2012 Newspaper

Arts Council England 2015 Newspaper

Bedford Square Press 1986 Book

D. Kate Hardy, Dr. Tom
Gillespie December 2016 Paper

Tangerine Press Book

National Resettlement Project 2016 Binder
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Jane Cook A4
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Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4



Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4



Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook Tabloid

Jane Cook Tabloid

Jane Cook Tabloid

Jane Cook Tabloid

Jane Cook pamphlet

Jane Cook pamphlet

Jane Cook pamphlet

Jane Cook pamphlet

Jane Cook pamphlet/booklet

Jane Cook pamphlet/booklet

Jane Cook pamphlet/booklet

Jane Cook Pamphlet



Jane Cook pamphlet/booklet

Jane Cook pamphlet/booklet

Jane Cook A5

Jane Cook A5 Landscape

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook Book

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook 4"x6" Photo

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4



Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook

Jane Cook Leaflet

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook Booklet

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4
Jane Cook A4



Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook A4

Jane Cook Folder

The Simon Community Newspaper

The Simon Community Newspaper clippings

The Simon Community Newspaper clippings

The Simon Community Newspaper clipping



The Simon Community n/a

The Simon Community n/a

The Simon Community n/a

The Simon Community n/a

The Simon Community Newspaper clipping

The Simon Community A4

The Simon Community Press cuttings

The Simon Community Pamphlet

The Simon Community Pamphlet

The Simon Community

The Simon Community A4



The Simon Community Newspaper

The Simon Community A4

The Simon Community A4

The Simon Community

The Simon Community A4

The Simon Community Booklet

The Simon Community Booklet

The Simon Community Booklet

The Simon Community 13x8 Refill Pad

The Simon Community A4

The Simon Community Scotland:
Lorraine McGrath director

Sifa Fireside



Henry Iddon Newspaper

Tony Mallon Newspaper

Barbara Saunders

Dr. Kate Hardy, Dr. Tom Gillespie A4

Chris Wilson Book

n/a



Description
General newsletter about what a local religious
organization has been doing. Some stories pertinent to
how they are helping 'vagrants'Details fo the plight of homeless older people shocked
in the UK last week. Following the fall of the
A study revloving around the psychiatric status of 70
women circulating between hostels in London. The
study concludes that the number of individuals with
mental illnesses generally lacked the access to
appropriate medical care that was necessary.
A listing of places to go to get cheap food, advice, and
clothing. The services provided, what days/times they
are provided, and the name and contact information of
the organization providing it are listed
A journalist (Laurence Pollock) visits a nurse who runs
a unique health care center located within a hostel  for
homeless people.

A publication about homelessness published quarterly
that invoves a series of small pieces about
homelessness and current.
A funding request by representatives from Health
Action for Homeless People for a project titled "Health
Promotion and Homelessness: a review of health
promotion activity for single homeless people in the
North Thames Region."
Dave Laws' perception of the people who become
homeless is at considerable variance with the general
publics, as he explained to Charlotte Aldermam
An excerpt from THe Wind in the Willows speaking
about the Mole having a permanent home as an
anchorage to someone's existence.

An article highlighting a primary health care clinic
opened by two women that specifically caters to the
health needs of the homeless.
Research compiled by Tim Linehan that describes
what life as an older homeless was like in 1993, and
elaborates that they are more than just a drunk.

Health and Homelessness Strategies are outlined in a
series of sections with focuses on different campaigns.
A short homelessness publication driven by church
values- even offering services. There are stories, as
well as infomration adnstatistics.
The paper places the proposal of the Housing White
Paper and commentary of each section, criticizing the
legislation



The newsletter outlines the spring campaign meeting
where the young people could be placed ina  a sort of
public or tremporary housing to fit thier needs.
This piece is an advertisement for six wallcharts and
leaaflets that outline current housing issues in Britain.

The main article outlines health care improvements in
hostels.
"The aim of this publication is to provide 'at a glance'
references to specific health topics, of direct relevence
to homeless people and those who work with them." A
list of articles on different aspects of homelessness
and their health, with a description of what each is
about.
A poster created for a conference made for policy
makers, public health and housing officials and
practicioners to discuss policy, provision, support and
costs for homeless families.
The minutes for a Parliamentary Committee meeting.
Discusses the homelessness legislation and how more
needs to be done to help them. The meeting was
opened to questions and the topics they dicussed are
summarized.

The fifty seven page report on elderly homeless people
in London. Final recommendations: highlight the need
for further research, services, and specific intervention

A woman standing in the rain outside of a Housing
Department building with a door that reads "Open to
the Public...2-4pm...Tuesday Wednesday + Friday."

Illustrates many people on temporary matresses with a
fire that are in an underpass or bridge seeking shelter.
There is a rat as well as a bottle of liquor on the floor
around the people who have solemn looks on their
faces.



Illustrates the health center dealing with different walks
of life. Mainstream and homeless lives collide in the
doctors office.

Depicts a doctors office that has a homeless woman
and child in the corner denoted by the darkness of their
appearance.

Communal showers with an attendant are shown here.

People waiting for services to get social security
benefits redeemed.

A man contemplating things in a small room.



Two men sharing breakfast.

A woman looking at a television advertisement about
weight loss pills.

A young girl with junk food scattered in front of her, but
also a weight loss cereal.

A woman with many children at care center being
denied help for her and her children.

A person with money and power making medical
decisions for doctors and nurses with regard to the
patient in the background.



A woman at an ob/gyn being checked up on.

A long line of people waiting for food from the truck
with a few homeless men in the foreground.

A long line of people waiting for food from the truck
with a few homeless men in the foreground.

A woman at an ob/gyn being checked up on.



A person with money and power making medical
decisions for doctors and nurses with regard to the
patient in the background.

A woman with many children at care center being
denied help for her and her children.

A woman looking at a television advertisement about
weight loss pills.



A young girl with junk food scattered in front of her, but
also a weight loss cereal.

Communal showers with an attendant are shown here.

people waiting for services to get social security
benefits redeemed.



 A man contemplating things in a small room.

Two men sharing breakfast.

A woman standing in the rain outside of a Housing
Department building with a door that reads "Open to
the Public...2-4pm...Tuesday Wednesday + Friday."



Illustrates many people on temporary matresses with a
fire that are in an underpass or bridge seeking shelter.
There is a rat as well as a bottle of liquor on the floor
around the people who have solemn looks on their
faces.

Illustrates the health center dealing with different walks
of life. Mainstream and homeless lives collide in the
doctors office.

Depicts a doctors office that has a homeless woman
and child in the corner denoted by the darkness of their
appearance.



A graphic hand-drawn map of what housing in England
looked like in 1992 with a second page of
corresponding statistics that work in support with the
illustration.

Discusses the conversion of a century-old doss house
in London's east end. A critical review of the impact on
the community turning the historic building into flats.
A report by Michael Simmons on the vulnerability of the
elderly homeless individuals in London.
A newspaper publication that has a cover story titled
"200,000 homeless a year by 1992!" Emphasizing the
effects of the housing bill being passed into a law. This
is further stressed with a two-page cartoon in the
centerfold of the paper repeating the statistic from a
Housing Support Group.
A newspaper publication that has a cover story titled
"Christmas Crisis" speaking of the celebration of
Shelters twenty-first year in operation, but with the
highest levels of homelessness since the war- there
waas little to celebrate.
A pamphlet that descibes the lack of financial
assistance and support advice for homeowners
struggling to keep homes warm and in good repair.

Brief overview of why so many people are living in
homes that are in bad repair or overcrowded

Describes how thousands of people in GB live in bed
and breakfast hotels as homes
Pamphlet detailing health care services provided to the
homeless people living in the areas of Lambeth,
Southwark, and Lewisham
Lists services available to homeless people in London.
Including information on benefit rights, housing
options, day centre facilities, employment agencies,
health services, and etc.

A homeless person's guide to their rights and options

Short history/guide to St. John's Parish
Is a form to apply for healthcare directed towards
single homeless people



Provides an overview of hidden homelessness and
what your council and government should do
A short guide to some common problems with a few
suggestions and names of agencies homeless people
might find useful

A book compiled by Michael Rosen with a number of
articles and poetries about the young homeless people
in the 90s. These works are wirtten by homless people
telling their stories as homeless people. There are also
paintings, photographs and interviews about the
homelessness.
Short yellow booklet containing pages to fill out about a
person's health, specifically for homeless people and
refugees. The booklet provides forms for people to fill
out their personal information and some pages about
their health on paper that makes 3 copies of each
form. It also provides information on what services
people should be trying to get and how often they
should get certain tests
A 41 page publication on Good Practiced for dealing
with the homeless, particularly ones with Multiple
Needs. Has sections on background information and
dispelling myths, how to treat and support these
people, and recommendations on how many workers
organizations need to have on call. It also looks into
the future for what needs to happen, and provides
some case studies and how to address common
problems clients may have.

A complitation of poems, pictures, and testimonials
from people who have experienced homelessness.
A pile of papers in a folder explain the history,
background and supporters. It also has a report on the
work of the London Churches Resettlement Agency
1990
Series of 22 photos depicting what appears to be the
living conditions of a couple. The pictures depict a
small shack in the woods, with plastic bags covering
the windows, and on the inside a very cramped space
covered with trash.

One issue of the magazine that mainly discusses the
how policy and services can respond to the needs of
younger and older people at risk of homelessness.

A folder containing a variety of resources on youth
homelessness. There are resources for youth who are
struggling to find housing, and a leaflet containing facts
about the issue and a list of questions to ask
prospective parliamentary candidates.



A report of conference held on 9 July 1996 that aims to
acknowldge the existence and specific needs of
homeless women; to highlight key health and social
care issues for homeless women; to look at gaps in
service provision; and to make standards and
recommandations for good practices.
The 1991/92 Annual Report of Centerpoint Soho's
work with youth homelessness. The report highlights
each of the services Centerpoint Soho provides and
"Days to Remember", which are testimonials of how
the services impacted people's lives
The Guide lays out the key facts about homeless
women who have lost their children. It provides
principles to follow when talking to them and how to
approach sensitive topics. It gives advice on how to
support them and how to deal with issues that often
come up while helping them.
A weekly published journal that is designed to inform
management in health care about industry changes as
well as resources and other information.
The pamphlet outlines social security changes,
housing rights among other things from the year 1987.
The information ranges from local to national
government details on different groups.
An easy to read and understand guide encouraging
homeless people to register with a GP. It gives clear,
factual reasons why someone should, and answers
commonly asked questions.
The newsletter outlines the health care initiative that
NDU was implementing to give the homeless proper
access to healthcare.
The annual report outlines the changes that have
occured for the young women's project in the course of
the year. The services and aims of the organization are
explained in great detial.
The annual report of the New Horizon Youth Centre. It
has a yearly report of all the services they provide,
along with their balance sheet and necessary funds for
the upcoming year.
The notes on the HealthAction conference from Jane
Cook and the schedule for the day along with
conference summaries.

The first annual report of the Short Stop Housing
Project. It has the background of the Short Shop and
the Hostel they proveided for the homeless people to
stay.



A fact sheet of the homeless population and the issues
they have getting health care. It addresses the
problems the homeless have, the implications of them
not getting the healthcare they need, and suggestions
of what should be done to fix the problem.
A guide designed to be used by local authorities and
other agencies on the current practice of the London
Housing Unit with council departments about the
movements of homeless households between different
addreses, and current practices on providing
information on services to homeless households. The
guide provides an introduction to developing a policy,
developing a notification policy, and general info on
homeless person units, social services, local education
authorities, health services, and voluntary
organizations.
A folder full of leaflets about various topics about
homelessness. They are broken up into categories og
Looking for Accomodation, the Prevention of
Homelessness, and General Information. A lot of
contact info and resources compiled into one place.
Newspaper with articles that touch social issues and a
report that aims to stimulate Government interest and
action on issues such as homelessness.
Titles: 1.) It Takes Courage to Decide That 'The Buck
Stops Here.'  2.)Move on, mother and eight children
are told. 3.) "Like Refugees" 4.) Plea for Gipsies 5.)
Hemel Town Newspaper: Simon Community starts
work here
Titles: 1.) Caravan Families May Be Housed
Temporary Site At Jarman Fields? 2.) Observer 5/2/67
Shooting stats tomorrow of another film for BBC-TV 3.)
They Want Homes 26/1/67 4.) Pressure on Ministry for
National Action 5.) A Knight With A Community if
Misfits 6.) Anywhere They Wander, They Are Told To
Go 7.)  Hemel Town Newspaper: Simon Community
Work Starts Here 8.)The Man Who Lives with the
Tinkers 9.) Help For Wandering Van Dwellers? 10.)
Unpopular Tinkers Find an Ally 11.) Hemel Town
Newspaper: BBC Programme Spotlights Hemel's
Caravan Dwellers 12.) Gipsy problem: RDC Asked to
Provide Site

East Kent Mercury: "Ex Horse Dealer's Plan Offers a
Site for Gipsy Camp Will Seek Concil Assistance,
Rector Replies to His Critics



Christmas edition of a monthly publication put out by
the Goldborne Rehabilitation Centre. Includes a
greeting from the Reverend and some short
stories/articles. Includes an advertisement to sign up
for a subscription to the publication, explaining that the
money made from the publication goes to helping
those at the center
A report written by a Police Cadet who went
undercover as a young Scotsman newly arriving in
London without a home, money, or a job. The report
goes through his struggles day by day and what he
observed the homeless had to go through.

A book of poems written about homelessness, with all
profits goint to the Simon Community.
An advertisement for a booklet called "Room?", noting
how Christmas is close and they want to use the
money from selling copies to help house the homeless
during the cold holiday
A collection of miscellaneous newspaper clippings all
relating to homelessness. The range varies and goes
from healthcare to homeless children to out of work
teenagers.

Various editions of the Simon Star- the Simon
Communities Newsletter with the earliest being the
twentieth editon of the letter to the thirty-nineth edition
in 1989. They stress that they are a religious-based
organization, but are not publishing the letters to
preach their material. They focus on  community
building and awareness.

Press cuttings from different mediums that describe
the life of Sally Trench who had spent four years
among the homelss meths drinkers and her book "
Bury Me In My Boots", which was published in her 25s.
A small publication about the research of social
workers on the homeless community in 1962.
A publication that discusses the life of a crude drinker
and how they live their lives. The title is used to depict
people who were drunks that acquired a slang
nickname "Jakies" or "Meths Men"
A small newspaper that details social issues in Britain-
mainly those directly affecting the homeless.
A health action newsletter for the homeless that has
articles titled: HIV+ and Homeless?, More Money for
Homeless People?, What is Happening to Homeless
People Post-Community Care?



A newsprint with a voucher from the Simon Community
asking for volunteers in the community to healp grow
their organization.
Emmaus in a poverty context that provides a
comparison of information from 60 countries that detail
the differences in poverty in rich and poor countries
based on numerous factors.
A report of the mental health and homelessness
worker. It provides a reflection on the areas of work
encountered as a worker at Health Action for
Homeless People.
A report on the homeless pointing out the importance
of recognizing the homeless issue in Britain as a
whole. Mentioning the ignored masses in the country
and how they are suffering.
A list of things that makes a person "homeless", some
factual, some emotional and some portraying
stereotypes of homelessness

Limited Edition to Commemorate the Tenth
Anniversary of St. Joseph's House and Simonwell
Farm. It is a scrapbook of odd cuttings, photographs,
and notes which collectively make up a story. Serves
as a memento of those momentous and exciting times
(When Simon was just beginning) to commemorate
ten years of caring in St. Joseph's at Simonwell.
Basic scrapbook with pictures from 1963-1965. Also
has a partners in action section description of the
homeless.

Scapbook of pages from The Simon Scrapbook 1963-
1965. Mostly pictured with no descriptions.
A daily diary of notable events that happened in
Simonwell.

A scrapbook of newspaper clippings from 1980 that
are a collection of pieces about homelessness and the
homeless, most of which focus on the ill treatment of
individuals, but also varies piece to piece.

Stories from the Simon Community, combatting the
causes and effects of homelessness for 50 years.
A calendar that has an image and a blurb for each
month of a homeless person, and a statement about



A newspaper generated as a part of a project by the
organization called Streetlife. The poems, photographs
and other media within the pages tell the raw stories of
individuals who lived on the streets of Blackpool.
Series of photos with a booklet of handwritten
testimonials about living in homeless hostels in
Merseyside in 2014-15. 2 copies of the same
publication
A book that contains the general information of the
homelessness in younger generation, such as the
reason, health and education. It also looks into the role
of the statutary sector and the voluntary sector.

Thirty short stories about "the lost and wandering of
America"
A handbook that outlines relatinoships, resettlement
stages, foundations, and the environment to clearly
explain the aims of the project and encourage healthy
resettlement.



Notes/Image
One story on how their mission work has been very successful
and many vagrant men have been attending their services.
Also, an urgent call for men to volunteer to help the homeless

Comprehensive list of useful resources around London for
anyone who needs it. An updated version would still be a useful
resource to a homeless person today
Provides an overview of the Camden Council enforcing laws
preventing some homeless people to stop sleeping in Lincoln's
Inn Fields.

Titles include: National Churches Lobby, Lincoln's Inn Fences,
Permanent Hotel Boarders, A Nightmare in New York, & Home
Scheme
"This study will review health promotion activitites and
promotional material for homeless people in North Thames
region with the aim of developing a database and a good
practice guide." Planned to be an 8 month study starting in
Summer 1995. No indication of if it was funded or rejected
The print is difficult to read on the front page of the document-
but otherwise details the perceptions on the homeless from
Laws' point of view.

Two very eye opening stories: one about a man who had
suffered alcohol induced fits who was treated then had to go
back to the streets, and one about a young woman who came
in for a leg wound but was also discovered to have been raped.
She rejected to get help from another agency and left after
getting her leg dressed.
The negative assumption that is presented in the openng
sentence that is the negated and shown to be wrong is telling
about the attitudes toward the homeless.

This is the precursor to all local authorities producing their first
homelessness view and strategies by the following summer.
There is a list of resources for schools, adults, and dogs that
give phone numbers and contact to help the homeless
indiviudal.l

Interesting look at the critiques the organization had about the
hosing legislation not being good enough



Touches upon race and housing as well as age.

Not much information- very eye-catching
"Identifying health care a s a priority within hostels is an
essential first step in developing a more sympathetic and
appropriate service."

Good list of references for academic papers, information may
be a ittle dated because everything is pre-2000.

An advertisement poster with a detail schedule of the day on
the back, and an image and brief information on the front.

Interesting perspectives on how legislators felt towards the
homeless, as some are for more aid for the homeless and
some are not. Shows the homelessness issue from a
governmental point of view
A lot of good information and interviews with the elderly, but
very lengthy. Very good quotes on Page 18, and Case Studies
in Appendix B on Page 52. "The Bag Lady" by Maureen Crane
on last page

















The story on the other side of the paper discusses safe
guarding your home with a housesitter, which is coincidental
that the pages would be back to back in a newspaper.

The centerfold includes an interactive walk through of what life
was like in 1988 as a homeless person where you roll a dice to
determine your day to day life.
Has figures detailing housing probelms solved by cutting
expenditure, and spending on housing going down as 1978-
1986
Has statistics from The English House Condition Survey of
1981. The most squalid conditions are found in private sector
Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOS).
Good example of temporary accomodations and "hidden
homelessness". Cost 12,000 GBP per year to stay in a B&B but
to build a suitable home to rent would only cost 6,000 GBP as
1980's

Provides TB screening, healthing screeening, health promotion
sessions, and links to outside agencies

Detailed explanations of different kinds of services and provides
the homeless person with info on their rights
Included is a useful addresses section, and how to determine if
you are at risk
Response to homeless people is launch of Waterloo
Breakaway. This program gives homeless people opportunities
for change of scene and activities



Good resource for images and begins with storytelling

A large variety of resources, such as the poetry and photos.

A lot of information in one publication. Good resource for
recommendations on how the homeless should be treated.
Definitely has information still relevent to today, connects
closely with Lankelly Chase article on SMD.

A lot of powerful content and firsthand experiences. Makes the
reader very empathetic to the plight of the homeless
The report mainly illustrates how LCRA worked with different
groups and got funding to accomodate differnet groups of
people, such as young single homeless women and men from
January - December 1990.

No description provided with the photos.

A lot of interesting and useful articles about homelessness such
as the night life of the homeless people that a lot of people and
organizations neglected.

A variety of resources youth could use to find housing or to get
the help they need. The information would be a little dated for
today, but a similar updated resource would be likely be helpful
for homeless youth today



Every expert attended the conference spoke about the
homeless women in different fields, such as health, domestic
violence and housing. Homeless women are in general more
vulnerable than homeless men and requires more help.
The report humanized homeless youth and how they can get
back on their feet if they just have access to resources and
someone who cares. Includes an interesting "Shopping List" of
how much things cost to take care of the homeless youth, and
how small donations can go a long way

A comprehensive but concise guide on how to help mothers
who have lost their children

Concise and understandable. Similar to the plastic cards
Groundswell hands out with information on receiving
healthcare.

It has statistical graphs and tables of the gender, ethical origin,
length of stay, age and referral agencies of homeless people
who stayed in the Hostel.



Has a nice visual of  a flowchart titled "Notifications Flow Chart"
in Appendix 6, page 20.

Various newspaper clippings about the new services Simon
Community started, there are 5 articles in this first folder of
Simon Archive 002.

Various newspaper clippings about Simon Community and
caravan dwellers. There are 12 articles.
Retired horse dealer Mr. Henry Joes plans to give an acre of his
land for development of a gypsy camp. It could accomodate up
to 30 caravans and he is willing to release it to Deal Borough
Council for this purpose if they agree to provide sanitary and
rubbish disposal facilities



Has some creative writing pieces assumingly written by
homeless people. One in particular is "It Pains to Advertise", a
poem talking about how it is nearly impossible for the homeless
to feel good about themselves because there are so many
people telling them they are shameful.

A very interesting and well written first person perspective on
what the homeless had to go through.

A lot of powerful poems, worth a more in depth read

Booklet is not included but is described as a published version
of the report made by the police cadet, along with a forward by
the Reverend.

There were a few points in the newsletters that were striking.
"Sharing the meal (Christmas Dinner) will be people with many
problems- many of them so severe that the majority of society
has shunned them. Not so for us, to us they are just simply
people and more importantly, Our Friends." "Life's not so hard if
you stop and think of others who need you when your on the
brink. Tears are for crying not only for you, stop looking for pity
just get up and do."

There is an interesting comment saying Sally's achievements
were negative ones, such as persuading a runaway schoolgirl
to go home. She prevented bad things happen rather than
curing. That is because not many voluntary organizations and
the Government are prepared to tackle the problem. There is a
limit of what a adolescent girl can do.



Some examples: Homelessness is... -not having a roof over
your head -dehumanizing -unhealthy -a profitmaker -always
your fault

It explains what the Simon Community is and what they do. It
also has pictures of various staff members

More factual than expositional. Handwritten- penmanship a little
hard to read at points

Contents: You matter, People and he Community, Sounds,
Love, Food, Journeys, Gratitude and Dreams, Your Story and
How You can help.  Full of colorful imagery and words.



Handwritten testimonials of living in the hostels are very telling
of the mixed feelings people have towards living there and the
circumstances that lead them to that place. Photoseries is
pictures of the hostel, no people

Some insets in the book are interesting and similar to the ones
in the citizen cardboard event.

The images (The MoH used in the State of the Nation) are well
done and clearly depict the stories that are being told.
Short but powerful and telling stories about many different
homeless people. The accounts are unapologetic and
sometimes graphic, but bring up strong feelings of empathy



Educational Interest

May be a good tool to show students the amount of planning and effort homeless people have to put into doing
things we take for granted

This could be an interesting tool, although lengthy to have students skim through and do in depth readings on one
piece.

This would be good to discuss in a classroom.



This would be a great classroom tool for KS4 with the age range of the group in the newsletter aligns with the
students current situation as yound adults.

Could potentially be a document to pull perspectives from to have students debate a viewpoint

Good resource for testimonials and first person accounts

















I would reccommend using the map, or something similar in a classroom, the visual appeal is helpful. Also, the
ability to show statistics in a way that goes beyond a list of numbers is crucial.

The game in the centerfold would be interesting to introduce to a classroom, and could play a roll as a reality
check- mybe including contemporary examples rather than older examples.

Has good visual images and gives an idea of the services offered to homeless people



Good resource for explaining hidden homelessness

Good resource for the curriculum. Help to learn the struggle and experience as a homeless person in a
straightforward way. For example, in "In real life", it shows how hard for the young homeless to get a job due to no
permanent address.

Would be very useful to pull poems and pictures from. Has a lot of simple but powerful content

The data in the report can be helpful to teachers as a record. Students probably won't be interested in these data.

Some policies about housing and homelessness can be helpful. Also some case studies of homeless experience
deliver some powerful information.

A smaller version of this folder might be useful to include as one of our resources. It would give any students in
the classroom who may be homeless or in danger of becoming homeless access to contacts and information they
might not have had before



A lot of information can be helpful to teachers. There are different groups of homeless women, like elder
homeless women and lesbien homeless women. There are a lot of discriminations and prejudice against them.

The statistic data can be helpful to know what ages and gender of people used the Hostel more. Some anecdotes
about the homeless people after the resettlement can be useful as well.



Article titled "They Want Homes 26/1/67 givess a good overview about the conditions the homeless live in.



Could be useful to pull a few poems from to use to build empathy or to include with an object

These are a great example of the role of religion in the homeless community and could be a good point of view in
the curriculum.

Sally Trench can be a good example of people in young age working on the social issue, expecially the
homelessness problem. Something she mentioned about her experience with homeless people may change the
stereotypes people have about the homeless population.



Would be cool to make a graphic of

Great collection of images and articles about the homeless.

This would be a great tool for the classroom, although it is not contemporary, the images and stories that are
captured are truly telling. This would be better used in an online resource because of the condition and age of the
book, but snapshots of the clippings would do it justice in conveying the ideas that were saved more than 30
years ago.



Definitely a great classroom resource to circulate to see an artistic view of the homeless community.

Might be useful for a video- pictures playing in background with spoken testimonials playing over it

Has a lot of detailed information on young homeless people. Can be helpful if teaching about the young homeless
people.

Will be useful as a resource, even just the images and stories would make an impact.

Would be a great resource to pull a few stories from.


